OIR Process Overview

**OIR RECEIVES A COMPLAINT OR A REPORT**
(made directly to OIR by a Complainant or Reporter; received as a referral; initiated by OIR)

- OIR OPENS CASE AND COMPLETES INTAKE REVIEW

  - **OPTIONAL DUE DILIGENCE INQUIRY (DDI)**

    - **CASE CLOSED**
      OIR sends notice of closure to Complainant
    - **CASE CLOSED AFTER REFERRAL**
      OIR sends notice of referral to Complainant
    - **CASE PROCEEDS TO INVESTIGATION**
      OIR sends notice of investigation to Parties

  - **ALTERNATIVE RESOLUTION**
    Available, at OIR's discretion, at any point before investigative findings are final.

  - **COMPLAINANT APPEAL OPTION**

    - **INFORMATION GATHERING**
    - **STATEMENT REVIEW**
    - **OIR REPORT FINALIZED**
    - **OIR REPORT ISSUED**

**COMPLAINANT AND/OR RESPONDENT OPTION TO APPEAL OIR FINDINGS**

*If OIR receives a Formal Title IX Complaint from the Office of Title IX, OIR opens a case, and the case immediately proceeds to Investigation.*